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TRINITY COLLEGE,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Trinity College, under the name of Washington College, received its charter in 1823. The present name
was adopted in 1845. Its chief founder was the Right Rev. Thomas Church Browne11, Bishop of Connecticut.
Established by Episcopalians and administered in sympathy with their tenets, it is not a Church institution
in the sense of being directed bytheChurch. Its advantages arc placed at the service of those of every creed.
Formerly on the site of the present State Capitol, it was transferred in 1878 to new buildings in the
1outhwestcrn part of the city. The principal of these in the English Secular Gothic style, 653 feet long, including Jarvis and Seabury Halls and Northam Towers, is one of the most imposing and admirably fitted educational edifices in the United States. It is intended to form the west side of a great quadrangle. Outside of
the lines of this quadrangle on the south, are the Observatory, the Boardman Hall of Natural History, and
the Jarvis Laboratories for Chemistry and for Physics. To the north of it are the Gymnasium, houses of the
President and Professors, and Chapter Houses of the Fraternities. Below the College Campus to the cast,
and within three minutes' walk, is the spacious Athletic field. In beauty of situation, healthful conditions of
life, and equipment for its special work, the College is not surpassed.
The College has distinct courses of four years in Arts, in Science, in Letters and Science, and in Letters.
The Faculty includes thirteen professors, seven instructors, five lecturers, a librarian and a medical director
Among the Elective studies within the respective courses, there is no important subject for which'
adequate provision is not made.
Properly qualified candidates not desiring to pursue the whole studies of any course are allowed as
Special Students to pursue certain subjects, receiving certificates of satisfactory work.
.
The Library contains 42,648 volumes. Generous contributions of the Alumni are making possible a rapid
addition to its resources. A Reference Reading Room is open every day and on five evenings of the week.
The Jarvis Chemical and Physical Laboratories have every equipment for the most advanced work.
The Hall of Natural History contains Biological Laboratories provided with the most modern appltances.
In the year 1903-1904 a full technical course in Civil Engineering is for the first time made available for
.all qualified applicants.
.
There are fifty scholarships for the aid of necessitous students. The three Holland Scholarships yielding
each $600 per annum, are awarded to the three best students in the three lower classes respectively. The
Russell Graduate Fellowship of $400 is awarded biennially in the interest of higher graduate study. Prizes to
the amount of $500 are also awarded to undergraduates for success in the work of the various departments.
Two examinations for admission are held at the college in each year, the first on the three days following
the Annual Commencement, and the second in September, immediately before the beginning of the Christmas
Term.
For Catalogues. Examination Papers, or information, apply to the President or to the Secretary of the
Faculty.
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EDITORIALS
WITH the issue of the present number, the football season ends.
Whether it will be said to have been a successful one or not,
depends, as usual, upon the final game. Although it is too early
now to give the score, and too late to . make any forecasts or comparisons between the teams interesting, we feel that something may
be said which will hold whether we win or lose. It is true that
there has probably been no ye.a r in the history of the college when
there was more need of hard work on the part of those supporting
football. It is surely a matter for congratulatio~ tha-t during no
season has the college body turned out in as great numbers, and
worked more faithfully.. There have been since college opened
eJ?-ough men out to Une up a good scrub eyery afternoon. Ofte.n
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three teams have practiced signals at once. Men who have had no
chance of making the 'yarsity, have come out regularly, and made
the formation of a second team possible, and the results of the games
it has played speak well for the future. Another feature of the
~eason which cannot be spoken of too highly, is the training table.
Consistent and faithful training is only possible when some temptat_ions are removed, and a team table is of great value in bringing the
men together. It is to be hoped that it will be taken up as a matter
of course next year, and made a regular college institution. Finally
we wish to congratulate the captain and coach upon the results of
their efforts of the last two months. They have certainly made the
most of the squad and turned out a team, which, if it could not be
heavy, is at least fast and plucky. It has been the custom for the
TABLET at the close of the football season to spend a page or more,
urging the college to wake up and work for the last few games.
We are glad to feel that this year such an editorial would be unnecessary. The squad has been working, and will work its best,
and we hope and expect to win. Whatever are the scores of the
last games, however, we can feel that something has been accomplished. A foundation of football experience and enthusiasm has
been laid; and the teams we shall turn out in future will owe their
strength to the turn which was made in 1903.

*

*

*

WITH the close of the season of one branch of athletics, another
begins. Football, as we have just said, ends on the seventh,
and basketball should immediately take its place. It is a common
complaint about college, that the seasons overlap, allowing no rest
from athletics. It is this very fact which keeps up college life and
spirit. Furthermore the success of any season depends greatly upon
the amount of practice the team gets before the first game. This is
particularly true of basketball, and it is to be hoped that candidates
will remember it. There is another fact which we should like to
impress -upon those expecting to play. Basketbal1 ·of all college
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sports is the one in which a small institution is most likely to exc~l.
Hard and conscientious practice on the part of a small squad, will
turn out as fast and scientific a team as can be picked from a thousand men, who take little interest in the game. If this is borne in
mind, and a good number comes out regularly, we shall have a winning team. The captain's call for candidates was made two weeks
ago, and there is no longer any excuse for holding back. Get out,
and make the season one to be proud of.

*

*

*

*

*

*

THE _T reasurer's report of the finances of the college bas been
published, and will serve as a basis for the comparison with
subsequent years. The college owes $19,000 in notes, which can,
and ought to be paid by the sale of unproductive real estate.
There is a deficit for the year in the income account of $17,032.65.
$7,335 of this is accounted for by pensions, $2,100 by the improvement to Martin Hall, $1,300 by the college subscription to the new
field, $837 by back taxes from 1899, at least $1,500 by the extra
cost of coal last year, $2,647 was paid in excess of gifts for the improvement on Summit Street; in all $16,119, more than one-half of
which is peculiar to the past year, and need not be incurred during
the coming year. The $10,891 reported as uninvested trust funds
is of course merely a matter of bookkeeping, and stands for shrinkage from the nominal round sums of the funds and their present
value, reduced by legacy tax-es, shrinkage of investments and the
like in the past. Compared with the statement of 1902, a gain of
over $50,000 in net assets during the year is shown. Taken altogether the showing is not a bad one, and we congratulate the college
on its fullness and accuracy. Hereafter we shall know exactly how
we stand.
THERE appears to be a general impression among the undergraduates that the TABLET is the paper of the Board which
conducts it. Anyone reading the bound volumes of the last _few
years, will be struck by the fact that the literary portions of · each
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number were written almost entirely by members of the Board.
The few outside names which appear will generally be found in the
first list of new editors, and they in turn take the whole responsibility, and the labor which it involves. This was not, however, the
way in which the college paper was meant to be run when it was
established nearly forty years ago. The department work and
probably the greater part of the editorials was written by members
of the Board, but the college was certainly expected to furnish
enough stories and verse to make the numbers interesting. A little
book of selections from the TABLET, entitled Trinity Sketches, shows
what Trinity undergraduates used to be able to do. It must be
admitted that the literary work submitted then was superior in taste
and finish, as well as in quantity, to the matter which is now accepted, and the reason is perfectly clear. Stories were not written
then, simply because a certain aiµount of space had to be filled.
Why, we may ask, should all literary ambition have died out since
the days when the college equipment, including the library, was
only half the size it is now? If the supposition is true, it might be
difficult to account for it, but this, we believe, is not the case. We
sincerely hope that the undergraduates of all classes will recognize
the advantages which their paper offers, and endeavor this year to
publish some really creditable stories and verse in its pages.

A MATTER OF FORM

A grind one day raised quite a storm
On the "gym" question. Then, growing warm,
Said, "It rouses one's ire
,vhen you_' gym' work requfre ,
Since it's only a matter of form."
T. N.D.

'

HALLOWE'EN
QLD Frank Jones ·was one of that type of individuals which lives
on gossip. B9rn and brought up in the midst of the most
beautiful surroundings, in sight of the grand old Taconic mountains
of North western Connecticut, he had never climbed to their summits
when he was young; and now that time had crushed him into a
dried-up, stooping old man, his id.eals had grown narrower until he
found his chief occupation and delight in setting the good folk of
his little village at odds. His greatest pleasure, moreover, was in
getting the little fellows of the town in trouble. If he could but
catch a little chap fishing on some forbidden section of the brook, he
considered himself a happy man.
As he was crossing the open pasture at the foot of a curious hill
called the ''Cobble," he happened to glance at the top. There was
a sight to gladden his heart. Seated on the sloping face of a great
rock, half concealed by the bushes, sat two boyish figures. One of
them might have been thirteen, the other perhaps a little younger.
At any rate, they seemed to be engaged in some extraordinary occupation. "I'll catch the little devils, now," he chuckled to himself
as he resumed his stumbling gait. "They wont come over this
way, and I'll just about slip up behind 'em, and ask 'em who hitched
my cow to the gig, the other night and a few other questions."
The two young gentlemen under discussion had inanaged to
escape to their favorite retreat, just before the appearance of their
mortal enemy. "l say, Jim," said the older lad looking up at his
tow-headed companion who was sitting meditatively on the top of
the rock, '' come down and help me pound up this stone, it'll look
great, -this dust will-when a train goes over it."
"I aint goin' to get any more spanks for spreadin' that stuff o·n the
rails," returned the other as he watched the crumbling sandstone.
'' Well, what are you goin' to do, then?'' queried Preston Horace.
'' Seems to me you're gettin' scared lately-what did yo~r pa say
to you yesterday about your smokin' back of the barn?"
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"He didn't say much," said Jimmy, slipping d<:>wn, and absentmindedly fumbling with the sand.
'' Ah! go on! What did he do?"
"Well," said Jimmy evasively, quoting his grandmother, "he
just impressed on me in a striking manner that I mustn't do it again.
But say, Horace, there comes old Growler across the lot. I guess
he's layin' for us, like he always is. Let's keep in sight, and make
believe we were hatchin' up somethin'."

*

*

*

*

*

Half an hour later Frank Jones had gained a position in the
bushes back of the two little scamps. It had been a hard climb for
the old sneak. He had crawled up the rocks, dragging his heavy
rattling cane after him, and was now quite out of breath. The conversation he heard, however; made him struggle for control of his
respiration.
"I say, Jim, won't it make a great bonfire? We can light it about
nine o'clock,-you can steal the matches and I'll get some kerosene.
We can get it going good while your pa. and all the folks are down
to our house at the hallowe'en party, and they wont know a thing
about it,-they won't suspect till it's good and started, and by that
time we can both be back in bed.
'~ Urn! But I'm afraid that old squeezed lemo_n of a Growler '11
be trying to find out about it. If I ever get big enough to punch
his sneaky old chin I'm goin' to do it." They continued to Jay out
their plan and to apply epithets which were not especially complimentary to the audience in the rear. The object of their remarks
smiled with satisfaction to himself and then withdrew to a knoll a
little farther away. Here he dropped his cane and then made a
tremendous scuffle in a pretended attempt to regain it.
The boys jumped in evident surprise. Jimmy hurried to pick
the stick up and present it to the owner. "Thanks," said the man,
forcing himself to use a pleasant tone, '' I have got in the way recently of comin' up, and watchin' the beautiful sunset. It makes it
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so much easier to pray on Sunday, Jimmy, and listen to yer good
pa's preachin' after a week of observin' the work of the A1mighty.
Look at that there beautiful sky. I hope you'll grow to be a good
man like your pa,• · he added, and turned a meaning glance at James,
The boy grinned, looked his enemy in the face and said piously:
"Yes, Mr. Jones, but it is so hard to be good like him."
Mr. Jones had taken his time while driving the cow home that
evening. His delight was in the deep-laid plot, and now he had a
chance to expose the wickedness of the rising generation in the
finest dramatic manner. He had almost perfected his plans when
he caught sight of vVidow Paston's green sun-bonnet moving among
the tall syringa bushes.
She always wore that sun-bonnet during the week days. It
made no difference whether she was trying to save a small turkey
from the pouring rain, or was strolling in her flower-garden; a side
view of her head always presented the same appearance,-that of a
faded prairie schooner with the inmates' washing bulging out in
the rear.
'' How do you do, Mrs. Paston," said Jones, bracing himself
against the fence.
"Why, good evenin', Mr. Jones; it does seem so fine to talk occasionally with a good man in this wicked day and generation. Ah!
do you know this world seems to me to grow more and more like
my witherin' frost-bitten garden there. Now just look at that minister's son," she added, looking across the street. "I'm thinking
we will not find men such as he is growing to be, when we follow
them that's gone before.,. Here she shook her drawn countenance
gravely and looked toward the distant hills.
'' That's true," assented the other. ''But," he added, softly,
"confidentially, now, I'm on to one of his tricks that I'm going to
expose to-morrow night. If I can't show him up then so as to shame
him and make him repent, then you can be the witness. But there
comes young Wri2"ht from college. Goin' to stay over to the ~allow-
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e'en party, and incidentally flirt with that Agnes Morrison ,- I'll
warrant.'~
'' Oh, he is· a terror, that boy is," returned Mrs. Paston. ''Just
see that James run to him. Look at him walk along and look up
confidential like to that · Wright fellow. See 'em chuckle at some
piece of deviltry or other, and just look a little toward you, I'm
thinkin',-what must become of this world when the young fry take
the wheel."
Mr. Jones · shook his head sadly and turned to urge his cow further. '' It's her last day in pasture," he said, nodding his head
toward the sleek looking animal, which had leisurely moved some
distance up the road. '' I've got to move along and get her fixed comfortable for the winter. But say, Mrs. Paston," he added softly,
'' you won't hint a word to anybody about what I told you, will you?"
Of course .she protested that she would not, and of course she
spent the next morning in making the hallowe'en party an assured
success, so far as the maiden-lady, or widow ~lement was concerned.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The next evening the Horace's new barn presented a pleasing
appearance. In tr.e middle of the floor a mixed crowd of young and
old were dancing the Virginia reel to the tune of a hoarse fiddle. In
the harness room the younger people were bobbing for apples and
playing various pranks on one another. Gathered in little groups
the older folk were discussing mince pies and the theory of corporal
punishment as applied to children. · In a retired corner young Mr.
Wright and Agnes Morrison seemed to be highly elated over something especially amusing.
Suddenly the college man glanced at
his watch, winked slyly, and disappeared through the ·back door.
Half an hour later a strange procession entered the barn. In
the lead was Mr. Jones, struggling with a sarcastic smile. After
him followed a stout ·gentleman grasping two small boys in either
hand. Wright brought up the rear-lugging a heavy new oil-can.
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Mr. Jones led the way toward a group of middle aged people,
who were talking together at the further end of the carriage room.
Suddenly one of the number, who wore the clothes of an Episcopal
priest, turned. His kindly face took on an expression of severity,!' James, I thought you were sick and in bed.
What does this
mean?"
Mr. Jones straightened up and stepped forward. He partly
faced the company whom he wished to address, and partly faced the
clergyman whom he ostensibly addressed.
"I will endeavor, sir, to explain for these boys why they are
here. I was comin' along a little late for the sociable, when I saw
two figures movin' in a suspicious manner about your barn. I called
to Mr. Thompson here, and we proceeded to investigate. When
we had come nearer we found these two boys seated on this new
oil can, and with a pile of shavings lying against the side of the barn.
Mr. Wright comes up at this moment; he consented to take the oil
can and Mr. Thompson took the boys. So here we be." He ended
this speech with a flourish, which included the oil can perched on a
rude table at the end of the hall, and Wright who was standing
near it with a tin cup in his hand.
That gentleman now stepped forward. He looked at the boys·
whose heads were dropped in evident mortification, then at the
gossips who were exchanging shocked glances, and then at the
triumphant orator. A quiet smile spread over his face.
'' I would like to help unfold the motive of this terrible crime,"
he began. "To begin with, the Wright family needed a new oil
can, - two young scamps wanted to play a hallowe'en joke on acertain venerable friend of theirs who, in his fatherly concern for them,
thought he had discovered a terrible plot. The friend and the oil
can are here." At this point he turned and filled his cup from the
faucet. The fluid which was drawn bore no resemblance to kerosene. "And now, ladies and gentlemen, I wish to drink, first
to the health of the present company, and secondly to the success
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of all well-intentioned pranks,
cider."

*

*

*

Here is for a sip of delicious sweet

*

*

*

The boys were about to go home when '' Old Growler" met them
at the door. '' Say, Jimmy," he said, '' call around at my house tomorrow, I've got a garret full of old swords and things that aint any
use to a pryin' old fool like me. Good night!"

J. Hardi"n George, Jr.

DRUMS AND COLORS
[ At the battle of New Market, May 15th, 1864, the Cadets of the
Lexington Academy went into battle, drove in the Union line, captured
McLaughlin's guns, and decided the battle for the Confederates. They
had never been in battle before.]

HARK! 'Tis the stirring night-alarm The sharp, shrill bugle blast!
The Regiment is called to arms,
Wake, Comrades - War at last.
We rally on Parade, and hear
That Sheridan's in sight,
And at the news we loudly cheer
Our Drums and Colors white.
We · may be young Cadets, whose war
Has been the dress parade ;
And Veterans may scorn us - for
Our say had not been said;
But if they need help in the field
They've but to march us there!
We're lads who but to Death will yield
Our Drums and Colors fair.
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We're going into battle, boys,
We're to the shell-line now,
Right overhead they burst and poise,
In puffs as white as snow.
Steady, there! in the ranks; March on!
The battle line's at hand;
See, forward there, against the dawn,
Our Drums and Colors stand.
Our companies are swinging, on
The right flank, into line.
The minnie-balls sing deadly songs
Beyond that grove of pine.
Those men in blue are breaking through They sweep across the farm;
Its left to us if they shall do
Our Drums and Colors harm.
"The center" screams an orderly
'' Can scarcely hold its own ; ''
"The left can spare no men" cries he ''You must go in alone.''
Amid the crash of ordnance,
The stunning shell's discharge,
Our pale young bugler sounds "Advance! "
Now, Drums and Colors - CHARGE!
We pour into that awful hell
Amid a whirl of flames ;
The Union guns hurl shell on shell,
The hot lead kills or maims.
With broken front our lads are hurled
Against the cheering foe,
While onward, through the conflict whirled,
Our Drums and Colors go.
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Those gunners work their guns red-hot
To tear our ranks in two ;
We cross that smoking, bloody spot
Scarce conscious what we do.
We've got the guns! They're flying, men!
Our gallant charge is done.
***
***
** *
But ah! the price it cost us when
Our Drums and Colors won !
The work is done, the battle won,
vVe're going back to school;
And hands tha t fought with sword and gun
Return to book and rule.
But broken hearts and empty chairs,
And Desks untenanted,
Attest what sacrifice was their's,
The Drums and Colors led.

W. S. Wallace, Ex. -'05.

COLLEGE AND CAMPUS
THAT ancient and honorable institution-the English II. class, has outgrown all bounds and has been divided into two parts. Professor
Johnson has the first half of the alphabet, Mr. Yardley the second.
Bishop Brewster was the special preacher at Sunday chapel on October
11th. Saturday evening a dinner was given at the commons to the Bishop
and the college faculty. On Sunday evening a reception and supper for
the students was held.
Wherry, '04, Buffington, '04, and Ewing, '05, managers of the football,
track and baseball teams respectively, are arranging a vaudeville entertainment to be given by the undergraduates , for the benefit of athletics, in
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Alumni Hall, on the first Friday in December. If the performance at college
is successful it may be repeated in Waterbury or some other nearby town.
The student missionary conferenc~ of western Massachusetts was held
on Saturday, the tenth, at Northampton, under the auspices of Smith.
Amherst, Williams and other Massachusetts institutions are members of the
conference, while various colleges in Connecticut were invited to attend.
Jones, '05, and Barbour, '06, of Trinity, were present at the conference.
The Glee Club trials were held in the college chapel by Leader Heyn on
October 10th. The following men from last year's club are back in college:
First tenors, Grange, '06, Gateson, '06, Reed, '00; second tenors, Heyn,
'04 (leader), Bartlett, '04, Fackler, '06, Schwartz, '06; first basses,
Graham and Hunt, '06; second basses, Jones, '05, George, '06. The new
men for the club will be chosen from among the following: First tenor,
G. Cunningham, '07; second tenor, Lightbourn, '04, Roberts, '05, Burrows, '05, Curtiss, '06, Coburn, Crider and R. Cunningham, '07; first
basses, Goodale, '05, Rehr, Marlor, Perry, Connette, Maercklein, '06,
Smith, Roach and Kimball, '07; second basses, Cameron, Huet, Cowper,
Bowne, Smart, '06, Dougherty, Furrer, Mori and Curtis , '07.
The special preachers for Sunday chapel during the coming winter will
be: December 18, Rev. Dr. Samuel Hart of the Berkeley Divinity School;
January 24, Rev. Cameron Isaiah Davis of Buffalo, N. Y.; April 25, Rev.
Dr. vV. S. Rainsford of New York City.

A meeting of the Hartford High School Club was held in the Latin
room on October 12th. The officers elected were : president, Morgan, '04;
vice-president, Roberts, '05; secretary-treasurer, Sherwood, '05. The club
has eighteen active members.
The Press Club now consists of: Graham, '05, president; Roberts'" '05,
secretary-treasurer; Mcilvaine, '04, college editor; Ewing, '05, social edi~
tor; Farrow, '05, athletic editor; Rehr, '06, assistant secretary; Harriman,
'05, and Bowne, '06, athletic reporters; Burgwin, '06, and Fackler, '06,
social reporters; Huet, '06, and Curtiss, '06, college reporters.
... The fall tennis tournament is now being held. In all rounds excepting
the final the best two out of three sets must be played; in the finals, three
ou.t_of four.
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Several of the New York Alumni have presented the college library
with the "National Encyclopedia of American Biography," a valuable
work of eleven volumes.
The following have been elected to the German Club: Denslow, '04;
Burgwin, Hinckel, Hunt, Marlor, Phillips, Weekes and Sch~artz, '06.
The Junior Promenade Committee will be composed of Clement, chairman; Welles, secretary-treasurer; Ewing, Farrow, Graham, Kennedy,
O'Connor, Pelton, Remsen, Stedman.
Candidates for the basket-ball team, excepting those who are on the football team, will report for practice every Tuesday and Friday afternoon at
four o'clock. The freshmen team is also holding practice.
Several men from the college attended the New England Intercollegiate
Geological Expedition to Cat Hole Pass, near Meriden, on October 17th.
Townsend, '04 and Grange, 06 have strayed into college since the last
issue of the TABLET. Both will be welcomed by the baseball management.

ATHLETICS
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 35 -

TRINITY

5

AT New York, Saturday, October 10th, New York University had no
difficulty in defeating Trinity, making a score of thirty-five to five.
The New Yorkers "'ere considerably heavier than their opponents and were
aided by the sloppy condition of the field. At the beginning, the game
looked like a victory for Trinity. On the kick-off the New Yorker was
thrown in his tracks and Trinity got the ball on downs. Crabb worked a
quarter-back trick and got past Lowry for Trinity's only score. No goal
was kicked. New York, aroused by Trinity's whirlwind start, began a
fierce onslaught on the ends and tackles and soon had the ball on the two•
yard line, where Trinity braced up and took it on downs. The effort was
wasted, for on the first line-up the ball was fumbled, a New York play.e r,
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fell on it behind the goal posts and soon converted the touchdown into a
goal. Shortly after the kick-off, six more points wete added to New York's
scote by the same tactics.
The old gold and blue then took a brace and ripped up her adversary's
line and ends for large gains, but lost all the advantage gained by a misunderstanding of a rule. New York obtained the ball and pushed it to the
ten-yard line where Trinity secured it, but once more fumbled, and another
touchdown was chalked up against her. New York failed to kick the goal
and the half ended shortly after.
In the second half, New York made three more touchdowns and kicked
the goals. The Trinity line put up a grand defense but the ends could not
stop New York's heavy interference.
Trinity played hard football, but the fumbles were unfortunate and
costly. Allen, Morgan, Schwartz and 'Meredith played well, while MacDowell and Tuttle were New York University's two stars. The line-up:
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Sellek, Tipinncott,
Callahan,
Zoller, Chamberlain,
Friedburg,
Stone, Lane,
Reilly,
Lowry, Connell,
Hulsact,
Tuttle (c.),
Mac Dowell,
Rogge,

POSITION

1. e.
1. t.
1. g.
c.
r. g.
r. t.
r. e.
q. b.
r. h. b.
1. h. b.
f. b.

TRINITY

Meredith, Clement
Wimbish, Remsen
Wherry
Smart, Curtis, Lauderburn
Schwartz
Lycett
Gateson
Crabb
Allen (c.)
Ensign, Weekes
Morgan

Referee, Smythe of Columbia. Umpire, Lynch of Brown. Linesmen, Langford of
Trinity, and Batchelder of Wesleyan. Timers, Denike of N. Y. U., and .Remsen and
Wimbish of Trinity. Time of halves, 15 minutes each.
HARTFORD HIGH SCHOOL,

5-

TRINITY SECOND TEAM,

0

The second team opened its season on the Trinity field. Rain fell
throughout the contest so that the slippery ball was difficult to handle.
The game was even and hard-fought, Hartford making the winning touchdown in the first half by a well directed attack on the line and the ends.
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Trinity probably lost the game by fumbling on the High School's one-yard
line. In the first half the school hoys had matters their own way. By a
series of line-plunges and end runs, they advanced the ball steadily toward
their antagonist's goal, Costello finally going over for a touchdown. He
failed to kick a goal, the half ending with the s_core 5-0.
The second half was a different story, the advantage being with the
collegians, who battered down Hartford's line and brushed aside the ends
until the ball rested on the one-yard line. Here the High School held
twice and on the third attempt to score Trinity fumbled and the school
team got the ball. A punt sent it to midfield and the half ended with it ·
on Trinity's forty-five-yard line. The line-up:
H.P. H. S.

SECOND TEAM

POSITION

Perry
Kenyon, Coburn
Dougherty
Coggeshall
Naylor
Pratt
Buckley
Gostenhofer (c.)
Van Amee
Cunningham
Smith

1. e.
I. e.
I. g.

Mason,
Knox.
Boardman,
Linton,
Flagg,
Rapelye,
Wainwright,
Pond,
English,
Goodell,
Costello (c.),

c.
r. g.
r. t.
r. e.
q. b.
r. h. b.
1. h. b.
f. b.

Touchdown, Costello. Referee, Flagg of H. P. H. S. Umpire, Duffee of Trinity.
Linesmen, Roberts and R. Cunningham of Trinity. Timer, Farrow of Trinity. Time
of halves, 15 minutes each.
TRINITY,

22-

EASTMAN,

0

Saturday, October 17th, on a water-soaked field and in a torrential rain
Trinity pleased a small number of spectators by easily disposing of Eastman.
The game, at times excepting, was marked by Trinity's improved play.
The chief fault shown was lack of familiarity with the signals, one touchdown in the first half being lost by taking time to tell the backs the play.
Eastman played an up-hill game, but could do nothing against Trinity's
speed. Throughout the struggle, the old gold and blue was not held for
downs, while the blue and gray could not make her distance until the
Trinity line-up was changed in the second half.
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The Trinity back-field showed up well both on the defense and offense
and handled the ball cleanly for such a wet day. Weekes was the chief
light and made good several of Crabb's long runs by fine blocking.
TRINITY

Allen (c.),
Lycett,
Schwartz, Lauderburn,
Curtiss, Smart,
Wherry, Dougherty,
Wimbish, Morgan,
Gateson, Bulkley,
Crabb, Clement,
Ensign, ·
Weekes,
Morgan, Reed,

POSITIOKS

EASTMAN

1. e.
1. t.
1. g.
c.
r. g.
r. t.
r. c.
q. b.
1. h. b.
r. h. b.
f. b.

Ferris
McClutcbeon
Deviscovi
Bosburg
Cornell
Kidd
Doty
Drake
Bates
Arbctta
Brenner

Touchdowns, Weekes 3, Ensign 1. Goals from touchdowns, Morgan 2. Umpire,
Jones of Eastman. Referee, Strong of Yale. Linesmen, Van Amee of Trinity, and
Hudson of Eastman. Timers, Maddox of Trinity, Codinne of Eastman. Time of
halves, 15 minutes each.
AMHERST, 18-TRINITY, 0

Saturday, October 24th, Amherst took revenge for the numerous tie
games played with Trinity and won an interesting game on Pratt field,
Amherst, by the score of 18-0. Trinity scarcely expected to repeat her
success of past seasons, but was determined to give the vanquishers of Harvard a good rub. The score leads one to believe that the contest was onesided, but this is not so. Amherst was forced to kick from six to eight
times, and found her opponents' defense determined and plucky. The fast
Trinity back-field made substantial gains through the line, but never got
within striking distance of Amherst's goal. The punting of both elevens
was strong, but vVeekes· called the turn on the Amherst man.
In the opening half Amherst scored twice in the first eight minutes of
play. Reed kicked off far into Amherst's territory and Hubbard advanced
ten yards. Amherst hammered her rival's line for short gains until the ball
rested on Trinity's thirty-five-yard line. Trinity held twice, but on the
third tr)' Amherst's interference formed quickly and Hubbard rounded
Trinity's right end for a touchdown. Lewis kicked an easy goal.
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Crabb caught the kick-off and made fifteen yard . The back-field
kn_?cked twenty more out of the Amherst line but the fun soon ended.
Amherst held and Weekes worked in a sixty yard punt. Amherst again
took the offensive and. slowly but surely went toward Trinity's goal.
Pierce was finally shoved over for a touchdown and Lewis kicked the goal.
Trinity improved as the game progressed and kept Amherst from scoring
the remainder of the half.
Amherst rushed matters in the second half and quickly secured a touchdown from which the goal was kicked. Trinity fought strongly to keep
down the score but Amherst brought the ball to Trinity's five-yard line. A
bad fumble prevented a tally and Weekes fell on the ball for a touchback.
Shortly after the kick-out, the whistle was blown, and Amherst had won
a well-fought contest. The line up:
AMHERST
TRINITY
Pos11.'tON
Chase
1. e.
Allen (c.)
Pierce,
1. t.
Lycett, Dravo
Palmer,
Wherry
1.g.
Behrends
c.
Curtiss
Jost, Leight on,
r.g.
Schwartz
Howard,
r. t.
Morgan
Dodge,
r. e.
Maddox, Morgan
Lewis (c.),
q. b.
Crabb
Daniels,
1. h. b.
Weekes
Hubbard, Noble, Searle,
r. h. b.
Ensign
Shay,
f. h.
Reed
Touchdowns, Hubbard, Pierce 2. Goals from touchdowns, Lewis 3. Referee,
Easton of Yale. Umpire, Raftery of Amherst. Liuesmen, _Pugstcy of Amherst, and
Clement of Tri11ity. Timers, Allen of Amherst, and Farrow of Trinity. Time of
halves, 25 and 20 minutes.

SECOND TE.UI,

0 - Y. M. C. A. , 0

For thirty long minutes, Saturday, October 24th , floundering about
in the mud and water , Winsted and the Trinity scrub played a tie game ,
neither side scoring. The scrub played first-class football and by their .
pluck kept the heavy, mature \Vinsted team from scoring. Several times
the Y. M. C. A. seemed on the road to a touchdown but always lost the ball
on a fumble or sometimes on downs. Naylor boot~d _the ball far up the
field and Winsted began over again. The scrub was . on the defensive
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throughout, but got the ball at critical moments and aylor's fine kicking
soon sent it out of danger. The entire second team played remarkably
well, but Dougherty's and aylor's work in the line and Naylor's punting
were the side shows. The line-up:
SECOND TEAM.
POSITION
WINSTED Y. M. C. A.
1. e.
Bulkley,
Brown
Naylor,
1. t.
Snyder
Dougherty
I. g.
Lonton
, mart,
c.
Bloom
r. g.
Coburn,
Root
r. t.
Pratt,
Hannifin
r. e.
Forbes, Perry,
Faricher
Gostenhofer (c.).
q. b.
Hill (c.)
Cunningham,
1. h. b.
McGraph
r. h. b.
Van Amee,
Carroll
f. b.
Smith,
Stowe
Referee, Leymcr of Winsted. Umpire, Marlor of Trinity. Linesmen, A. Hannafin
of Winsted, and Rehr of Trinity.
Timer, Fiske of Trinity.
Time of halves, 15
minutes each.

1906, 27-1907, 9

Tuesday, October 13th, the underclasses competed for the Underwood
cup, and 1906 won an interesting meet. A chill, north-east wind blew
a fine rain across the track, so that fast time was impossible. Nevertheless
the meet was a success and some good material in both classes was discovered. The freshmen entered a good number of men in all the events
except the hurdles, but showed the need of experience and training. Pond,
1907, proved a valuable man and ought to make a good quarter-miler.
Gateson, 1906, considering his lack of practice, performed very creditably
with the weights and with training should strengthen this weak department of the track team.
The quarter and the mile runs were the most exciting events of the day.
In the quarter, Moody set a hot pace and soon put all but Pond out of business. The two classmates stuck together until they turned into the home
stretch when Pond put on his extra steam and crosEed the tape a few yards
in fron_t. The mile was almost as stirring. Van Amee kept the lead for
the first three laps and then Barbour forged ahead and showed the way.
The freshman lost twenty yards before he knew what the sophomore
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meant. He then sprinted, but Barbour h~ld hls fJtst clip and won with
yards to spare.
For 1906, Bowne, Gateson and Curtiss were the largest poh1t winner.s,
and for 1907, Pond carried off the honors.
100-yard Dash-1st, Gateson. 1906; 2nd, Pond, 1907. Time, 10! sec.
Mile Run-1st, Barbour, 1906; 2nd, V.an Amee, 1907. Time, 5 min., 45 sec,
Half Mile-1st, George, 1906; 2nd, Forbes, 1907. Time, 2 min., 23 sec.
220-yard Dash-1st, Pratt, 1907 ; 2nd, Curtiss, 1906. Time, 26 sec.
440-yard Dash-1st, Pond, 1907; 2nd, Moody, 1907. Time, 63 sec.
120-yard Hurdles-Curtiss and Marlor, 1906. Won by default.
2~0-yard Hurdles-Curtiss and Marlor, 1906. Won by default.
Djscus Throw-1st, Bowne, 1906; 2nd, Gatesoµ, 1906. Distance, 92 feet.
9 6
Hammer Throw-1st, Gateson, 1906; 2nd, {i~~~eil0 6~ ·} Distance, 80 feet.
Sb,ot Put-1st, Bowne, 1906 ; 2nd, Collins, 1907. Distance, 31 feet.
Pole Vault-1st, Bowne, 1906; 2nd, Winston, 1905. Height, 9 feet .
High Jump-1st, Bowne, 1906; 2nd, Ma rlor, 1906. Height 5 feet.
Starter, Duffee, 1905; timers, Remsen, 1905, and G. B. Ve]te; judges, Buffington,
1904, and Wherry, 1904. Score, 1906, 27 ; 1907, 9.
1906, 3; 1907, 1

The annual underclass baseball game was ·played on the new diamond
Monday afternoon, October 19th. Owing to the effectiveness of the pitchers, no idea of the fielding abilities of the teams could be formed. Grange
pitched in clever form, allowing the freshmen no hits and striking out ten
of the eighteen men who faced him in the five innings. Crider also twirled
. well for 1907 but gave several bases which, with two hits , counted in the
run getting. Dravo caug.h t a good game and ste.a died his pitcher by cool
playing.
Manager G. D. Bowne of the college basketball team ~nnounces his
schedule for the season as tollows :
December· 8th, Delphi -A. C. at Hartford.
December 12th, Winsted Y. M. C. A. at Winsted.
December 15th, Hartford):. M . C. A. at Hartford.
December 19th, Turner's A. C. at East Hampton, Mass.
January 9th, Williams at Williamstown.
January 14th, Colgate at Hartford.
January 16th, Brown Universit-y at Pro:vi~ence.
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January 23rd, Holy Cross at Worcester.
J,'ebruary 6th, Williston Seminary at East Hampton, Ma.s_s.
February 13th, Massachusetts State College at Hartford.'
February 20th, Hartford Y. M. C. A. at Hartford. (Y. M. C. A: gym.)
February 26th, Berkeley Divinity Alumni at Hartford.
March 4th, Massachusetts State College at Amherst.
March 5th, Amherst at Amherst.
March 12th, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy.
March 15th, Wesleyan at Middletown.
March 19th, Wesleyan ~t Hartford.

THE STROLLER

JN the course of his recent perambulations about the academic front yard
and classic halls adjoining, THE STROLLER has had addressed to him
various remarks indicative of a secret feeling on the part of the speakers that
if they were only intrusted with the management of certain organizations
here, the millenium would be reached, as far as Trinity is concerned, and
the engagements with Alexander Dowie and Mrs. Nation could be cancelled, and the money saved thereby, used to furnish braces for the football
team. Such was the wisdom of one or two of the suggestions offered by
these " infant phenomena," that THE STROLLER feels it his duty to cast
aside the character of the bushel, and assume that of the candle-stick, in
hopes that some of the metaphorical wool-THE STROLLER hopes he uses
the correct expression-may be pulled from the much-enduring eyes of the
more-enduring public. The suggestions were made "in strict confidence,"
so THE STROLLER feels no com.punction in spreading them broadcast, confident that this is what is expected of him.
·
The first ray of light shed by these glorious sons of our Alma Mater was
directed towards that "scrap-basket for discordant sounds," as one of the
phenomena put it, known as the Glee Club. '' What you ought to do, in
order to have a good club, is to get the men to sing in harmony." Nothing
but the extreme seriousness of the phenomenon as he uttered these wisdomladen words could have convinced THE STROLLER that he was right. Then
all at once the tremendous truth flashed upon him, and he sank dowl') as he
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recalled past agonies, and murmured, "Leave me alone a while. I must
think." Very quietly ·he entered in his "Book of Saws," "A good
apple is one which is not bad." Then he pondered the question of the
Glee Club. Why had not this capable fellow been elected leader?
THE STROLLER was roused from his reverie by a shadow passing by.
He looked up and saw an overcoat surmounted by a rather disproportionate
head and neck. The coat was one of that variety
"With Atlantrea n shoulders fit to bear
The weight of mightiest monarchies, "

if given a solid foundation. There was an expression of deep thought on
the face above it, and THE STROLLER wondered if the owner of it was
trying to add a cubit to his stature - sidewise. Presently the face opened,
and THE STROLLER was addressed. "Why can't we have more college
. spirit? Things have come to a pretty pas . The fellows ought to have the
spirit in themselves, and not be obliged to rely on the town for it," and one
arm of the coat was raised and lowered vehemently, disclosing a deep hollow
in the region of the shoulder. THE STROLLER moved away.
Presently another individual drew near and began a tirade on the poetry
in the TABLET. "Well," said THE STROLLER," can you improve on it?"
"If I couldn't, I'd feel sorry for myself," was the reply.
THE STROLLER
advised him to try, with the result that the following was brought to THE
STROLLER that evening :
Trinity, Oh Trinity!
Thou art the place for me!
From rise of sun to set of sun
1'11 raise a song to thee!

The sun must have set at this juncture, for the song ended. THE
STROLLER turned toward the culprit and pointed to the door. " Go," said
he, "fill thyself with grape-nuts and fish, and try again." And this is
THE STROLLER'S advice to all "knockers."

PERSONALS
[ The .Editor earnestly requests the Alumni to send him all matter they may get hold of
relating to this department.1

'54-At the Pan-American Congress of Bishops lately held jn Washington,
D. C., papers were read by Bishop SCARBOROUGH, of New Jersey, on
'' The Development of Autonomous Churches in Heat hen Lands,'' and
by Bishop NILES, '57, of New Hampshire, on "The Adaptation of
the Church's Methods to Meet Religious Difficulties of the Twentieth
Century.''
'63-WALTON FERGUSON has given to St. John's Church, Stamford, Conn.,
a liberal endowment for the maintenance of the building erected by
him a few years ago as a memorial of his son.
' 69-The tenth anniversary of the consecration of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Cheshire, Bishop of North Carolina, was observed on the 14th of October.
' 82- CHARLES S. COLEMAN, for the past eight years proprietor of the Reed
House, at Erie, Pa., has been elected Treasurer of the Continental Rubber Works at that place, and has disposed of his interests in the hotel.
'84-Captain FRANK E. JoH SON, Adjutant of the First Regiment, Connecticut National Guard, has been chosen Major of the regiment to
command a newly formed battalion.
' 86-The Rev. JAMES GooDWIN, rector of Christ Church, this city, has
been elected President of the Hartford Scientific Society
' 88--JOHN P. ELTON has been elected by a large majority to the office o(
Mayor of the city of Waterbury, Conn.
·
-ARTHUR C. HALL is Instructor in Political Economy in Princeton
University.
' 90-Married, in the Church of the Heavenly Rest, New York, October
14th, the Rev. JoHN WILLIAMS and Miss Edith Agness Little.
'95-The Rev. SIDNEY K. Ev ANS has accepted a position as Assistant in
St. Michael's Church, New York City.
'96-Married, in St. George's Church, Schenectedy, N. Y. , November 4,
SAMUEL FERGUSON and Miss Ellen Margaret Price.
'99-The Rev. LLOYD R. BENSON has resigned his charge at Yaphank and
Brookhaven, N. Y., and is now priest-in-charge at the Church of the
Holy Apostles, Elizabeth, Kansas.
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'99-The Rev. F. A. McELWAIN has taken temporary charge of St. Paul's
Church, Kansas City, Mo.
'00-THEODORE G. C_ASE has entered on the practice of law at No. 904
Main street, (Room 70) this city .
. -Married, in St. Luke's Church, East Greenwich, R. I., November 7th,
DELANCEY WALKER FISKE and Miss Marie Constance Reed,
'03-P. S. Ciark has given up the paper which he was editing at Long
Branch, N. J., and has accepted a position as Ad-writer for Charles
Austin Bates, of New York.
'04~R. L. McKEoN is Associate Master in Latin and Greek at the Cheshire School, Cheshire, Conn.

EXCHANGES
THE exchanges to date, present, on the whole, a very creditable appearance; both as to contents and covers. As to the latter, the Tech is
especially good, having three designs that are creditable to that paper.
The Aforningside has also a good cover design, after the Impressionistic
form!,, A good article on '' The College and the Fraternity'' is to be found
in the Triangle for Oct. 13th, and The Minnesota Magazine gives a good
readable interior. Other papers received :;ire:
The University Cynic.
The Delancey Weekly.
The Chronicle (2).
The University Chronicle.
The Campus.
The Intercollegian.
The Papyrus.
The Lafayette (3).
The Hotchkiss Record.
The Hobart He1~ald.
The Amherst Student ( 3).
The Wellingtonian.
The Wesleyan_Argus (3).
The Williams Weekly (3).
The College Signal (2).
The Exonian.
The William Jewell Student.
The Columbia Literary Jvionthly.
The Bowdoin ~uill.
The Laurentian.
The Mount Holyoke.
St. Paul's Life.
The [mitlz College Jvionthly.
Hora; Scholastica; .
.The Trinity A1:chive.
The Grotonian.
All of the above can be found o~ file, at the Colle~e Library.
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"THE LEADING FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA.'•

Incorporated 1819.

Cash Capital,
Cash Assets,
Total Liabilities, .

Charter Perpetual.

. $4,000,000.00
. 14,949,520.98
. . 4,926,917.62

Net Surplus,
$6,022,603.36
Surplus as to Policy Holders, 10,022,603.36
Losses Paid in 84 Years,
93,642,582.42

WU.

B. CL.A.BK, Preaide:o.t.
W. H. KING, Secretary.
A. C. ADAMS, HENRY E. REES, C. J. IRVIN, A. N. WILLIAMS.Assistant Secretaries.

Ne>RTHWJ:STEllN BllANCH,
Omaha, Neb.

j K
& G
G 'l
( EELER
ALLAGHl:ll, en Aients.
j WM. H. WYMAN, Gen'l Agent.
( W. P. HAllFOllD, Ass't Gen'l .Agent.

PACIFIC BRANCH, San Francisco, Cal.

{ BOARDMAN & SPENCER, } General Aients.

WJ:STEllN BRANCH,
413 Vine St., Cincinnati, 0.

INLAND MARINE DEPAllTJIIJtNT.

j CHICAGO, kLS.. 145 LaSalle St.
( NEW YORK, 52 Pine St.

BOSTON, <,5 Kilby St.
PHILADELPHIA, 226 Walnut St.

THE

HARTFORD
./Etna National Bank
THEOLOGICAL .
SEMINARY
OF HARTFORD.

CAPITAL,

$525,000.00

SURPLUS AND PROFITS.

$550,000.00

DEPOSITS,

Hartford Theological Seminary, while carefully presening as the dominant aim a
practical preparatien for the active pastorate, afrords ample opportunity for as
much specialization as the student's individual capacity or 1,eeds suggest. By a
method of group electives, emphasis may
be laid on work in any department. There
are also special courses in Missions, Re,·
ligious Pedagogy and Sociology. The Semi
nary is well equipped in every way, and
is open to college graduatea of all denominations on equal terms.

$2,500,000.00
BANKING HOUSE: 644, 646, 648 MAIN ,STRBBT,
JEtna Life building, next door to Public _L ibrary.
OFFICERS.

A. SPENCER, JR., President.
A. R. HILLYER, Vice-President.
W. D. MORGAN, Cashier.
DffiECTORS.

HON. MORGAN G. BULKELEY
APPLETON R. HILLYER,
JAMES B. CONE,
MORGAN B. BRAINARD,
ALFRED SPENCER, JR.
A. G. LOOMIS,
W. R. C. CORSON.

Apply to Professor M. W. Jacobus~

This bank offers to depositors every facility which
their balances, business and _responsibility warrant.
Safe deposit boxes for rent.

Hartford, Conn.

Open an account with us.

THE TRINITY TABLET
.
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•

··, ti

Ff,~ Insurqnce (ompdn9,

\OnneCticut

0.f li"IAJffiF9RD,., iC,9N~.

Cash Capital, $1,000_,000:oo

T,o~I ~ets, 4,734,791.83

Cash Capital,
•
Reserve for Reinsv.,r.a1;1:~e,
All Outstanding ,Glaims,
Net Surpl~~,

f,1 ,000,000.00

2,031,144.70
279,043.62
I ,008,423.20

Total Assets,
-A

J. D. BRQWNE, President.

.,.,,.- .

\. - -

'4.~18,611.52

,")

CHA,RLE$ R. BURT, Secretary.
_a?_~~- f!,. f!,.OYf~! ~~s'~ ~E!:~~~J:

"I:·~- ;C°!J~"!!-~"!-?,
W. E. BAKER & SON, Local Agepts, 700 ;M:afo ~t,. , H11tfC?,r4, Conp.
1

STATEMENT,

)ANUAE.Y

1,

QA~f,I 0~PIT~~' · ~
.
.
.
R~SERVE FOR OUTSTANDING tOSSES,
.
.
.
RESERVE FOR RE-INSURANCE,
.
.
.
.
RESERV.~~.O ~ A~lt 9T!l~R GJ;AlMS A~p ~;~JJ3J1f}:T/~~,
NET ~P!t~&~'t,
..
.
.
.
;
.
TOTAL ASS~S, JANUARY 11903 7

--=-=iC?~ftC?',['9~~:~
,Charles H. Smit,1],
Lyip.~p B,. J i".Vell1
ll'enry C. Dwight,
W~fJJl W. f actibs:

Charles M. Bea.ic.b,
Plin J W"'1l . ~ ~· '
+-ff •' y ~ ~- 1?(-,
.nenry A. ~~W,el_<,l,

11~nr1 If. M-w:gn,i1).,

w.

fre._~\~twt

D~
C. SKILTON,
EDWARD MILLIGAN,

Secretary.
~

BEARDSLEY
OffICU: 81 Pearl It. ancl 8M Kahl It,

J?". YI: c,. .~~.i~~0 .~,

J. H. Mitck,ell, .
-Nprtha~,

Qharles ~-

J.: l!: M.ti-TG'-E.~~" "Y.i~?,r~jg~nt.
B. K.N_o J, ~!:'~\s;tant Secretary,.
----.
lJ£ BE.AW§!ID", ~~ ,4,;m!J,,
JOHN

DlJNb,• P H~T~..
~ ~

sE• .& W. ~ ·~TS.
,H~'..S .Q~OVF.S.

~. ~~J:l..~S.

~HA;M:6~ ~A:IN

<Sr

$;l;I/4.'l) ~H:Nf1$.S')',

6_5-~7-6g Asylum Street, blantfotd, £onn.

-~-~IN ~Qh.T_S,.
L9µc;;. GOWNS.

FINE >l:JNDER,WUR.
REGAL $3.50 SHOF.s.

THE

·NE1'L, ,GOFF .& IN-GLIS CO,.,
976 to 986 MAIN STREE'l\
-

_-

1

S·E LL ---:::--::'."""

f ~µrpi~J~r.~, Rugs, Pictij·re,s e.-,n.6 F.r~me~
FOR COLL~GE ~00.M.[3..
ALSO COUCH COVERS AND PILLO~~' ~4'f:f~:i&S§E~, E:ftC,

. ~O<l!f-.- -:
.~lG.A¥,:r:n;.$

_t;r.Q.lp,1.1

:

.iJJ 'Tll.r.key.

Perfected in ~zypt.
'Lnjoyed in America.

1!¥,UL SMOJtL KAltLS LC.Ynl.A~ SJl{(>UJ\9 '
10 (or ,lJ c~!}U·

Corl. .:r,111 oi:Puin.
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BEST IN THE WORLD.
JUXTALiNEAR TRAN8LATION8,

The Text, with a Literal and an Idiomatic Translation in Juxtaposition. Cloth Ed. 50cts. Paper Bd.
30cts. For specimen pages, etc., write to BURNS
BOOK CO., P. 0., Box 722, Atlanta, Ga.

F. B. CUMMINGS,
FIRST-CLASS

Livery and Boarding Stables.
Family Carriages to let by Day or Month.
:Rear of Brown Stone Church,

I

i

Latin, Greek, $2.00, and $1.00.

Completely Parsed Caesar,

::

11

i·

Book L Has on eacl,. page, lnter/inear

!:
l:

Completely Scanned and Parsed Ae- !!
,.,1 Book I
H
netu,
• $1.so.
H:

:,

!:

,II

AN OLD IESTABUSHED CQNCERN TO D!AL wmt.

COLLATERAL. LOAN CO.
OPl!:N EVENING&

71 ASYLUM ST.

ANYTHING YOU WANT
THAT A DRUG STORE
SHOULD HA VE YOU
W~LL FIND AT THE

translation, literal translation, and
every word completely parsed. $1.50.

HINDS & NOBLE, Publishers.

:

MARWICK DRUO STORES,
C orner

~

Niain and As11lum
and
.,,
Asylum and Ford Sts.
AT ALL TIMES

MAKE

Us YouR

CONVENIENCE.

!:

i

l
I

AT TH£ LOWEST fWES OF INT£REST.

Asylum Avenue,

~--- ---------------- . . ---------------- -- -----f:i
...!!: T rans1ations
'
.,.
!!!
•:•
Literal, soc. Interlinear, $1.50. 147•1ols. !!i
! Dictionaries
!! 1
! German, French, Italian, Spanish,
!:
;

'

ON DIAMONDS. WATOiES. ETC.

II
II

!!!

31-33-35 West 15th Street, N. Y. City !II
::l S,ll""il,""ks of allpul,lisl,ers at0111 store. I!!
Ut:.--:.-=--=--- -...:::=--=-=-=-=--=--=-·:. -=.:.~..-:.-:..-:..-=--:.=.=.===-::~==:.=======: tJ:

T. SISSON & CO.,
729 Main Street,
. OFFER A GREAT VARIBTY OF

SOAPS FOR TOILET AND BA TH.

There is really no use in my advertising here.
· Alumni and Undergraduates all know the

"Trinity College Barber Shop,"
J. G. MARCH. Proprietor,
ROOM 1
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL
BUILDING.

Entrances,
783 Main Street,
S6 Pearl Street.

An Advertisement in The Tablet
Brings Good Results.
Students Patronize Advertisers .

Perfumes, Hair and Tooth Brushes.

Jarttorn wmn Wire JIIattrnss co.
HARTFORD, CONN.
.MANUFACTURERS OF

Stui and Brass Trimmed Steel Bedsteads and Cribs,
Woven Wire and Link Mattresses,
Hospital and Institution ~teads,
Asceptic Furniture, including Tables, Cabinets~ Operattng Tables, Bedside Tables, Sterilizing Apparatus and
Instrument Cases. ·
SO1,,E MANUFACTURERS OF

ROBERTS'PATENT ADJUSTABLE CAR SEATS

BOSTON . UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
Opens on the first Wednesday in October. Three Years'
Course leading to degrees of LL. B. and J. B. College
graduates receive the degree of Bachelor of Jurisprudence at the end of three yea.rs, and may receive that
of Masur of Jurisprudence at the same time by pursuing
special courses in 11) Jurisprudence; (2) International
Law, International Arbitration, Diplomacy and Consular Service; (3) Spanish Institutions and the
Spanish Code; (4:) The Commercial Code of Germany
or France; (6) Roman Law. For College Graduates
one hundred Scholarships of Fifty Dollars each. AddreBB Dean MELVILLE M. BIGELOW, Ashbnrton
Place, Boston.

•
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Popular Prices.

Leading Styles.

P. _H. BILLINGS,
High Class Tailoring,
U Asylum Street,

Hartford,Conn.

HEUBLEIN BARBER SHOP,
Electric Massage,
Six Chairs.

Manicure.

J. GOULET.

34 Mulberry Street.

1Rew IDom botel

9/. !/J. - f will make you the .Pinest
Suit or Overcoat in the City /'or $25. 00

Connecticut's Second Largest Commercial Hotel.

DR. WILLIAM G. DOWNES,
DENTIST,

LOCATED IN CENTRE OF BUSINESS CENTRI!:,

OFFICE HOURS:

9 to 12, 1:30 to 5.

89 Pratt Street,
Hartford, Conn.

Rates, $2.50 and Upwards per Day.
American Plan
COR. CHURCH AND TRUMBULL STREETS.
GEo. R. HODGDON, Propr.
D. SHEA, Mgr.

J.

HARTFORD, CONN.

Fall Suitings and Overcoatings
No--..,,.;r Ready,

"Savoytt Shirts

GIVE US YOUR ORDER.
Rain Coats all Weights.

Gemmill ' Burnham & Co •
ESTABLISHED

THEY LEAD.

Full Dress Suits
for Rent.

1818.

BROOKS BROTHERS,
Broadway, cor. 22d Street, New York City.

Swell dressers everywhere appreciate
their exclusive style, their perfect fit and
finish. We, have, sole right of sale for
Hartford.
$J.00 to $2.00 each.
.,.

.,.

JI,

BROWN, THOMSON
and Company

Ready-Made Overcoats.
Each of our Overcoats is separately
cut by hand.
The draping and making are entrusted
to workpeople of the highest class.
Many of the fabrics are controlled by us.
This applies to all our goods, whdher
of moderate or higher price.
111ustrated Catalogue with prices, mailed

el -

CLARK
- - iJJ - SMITH
Printers

COLLEGE

49 Pearl Street

un3
PRICES

PRINTING

HARTFORD

RIGHT .

A

L

L

KINDS

-

GOOD
WORK

Connecticut 11======1

on request.
Cl11rk & Smltb, Printers, Phoentx Mutual Life Bulldlng-, 49 Pearl St., Hartford

